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TRUST BOARD
29 March 2018

AGENDA ITEM 16.4

TITLE OF PAPER Proposed Governance and Sub-Board Committee Model

Confidential No

Suitable for public
access

Yes

PLEASE DETAIL BELOW THE OTHER SUB-COMMITTEE(S), MEETINGS THIS PAPER HAS BEEN
VIEWED

None. The proposed draft Risk Management Strategy in Appendix 3 has been submitted to Quality and
Performance Committee (QPC) as part of wider consultation.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE(S):

Best outcomes Y

Excellent experience Y

Skilled & motivated
teams

Y

Top productivity Y

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This paper summarises what has been achieved thus far by refreshing the

integrated corporate governance framework and sets out a suggested sub-

Board committee structure, options for implementation and a draft

implementation plan.

The Board is asked to approve the draft governance framework and in

particular the proposed sub-Board Committee structure and the options for the

scale of implementation.

The proposed sub-Board committee structure is aligned with the themes of

NHS Improvement’s Single Oversight Framework (SOF). Existing committees

map to potential new committees, which in turn map directly to the new

strategic objectives. Strategy Committee is currently incorporated within the

Trust Board agenda and could continue in this way or become a standalone

committee. Depending on the scale of implementation (i.e. all committees

standalone or integrated) additional Non-Executive Director (NED) time will be

required and is therefore a discussion point. In line with the Strategy refresh,

the new proposed draft Trust wide Risk Management Strategy (RMS) at

Appendix 3 is submitted to Board for consideration as part of the wider

consultation. The key contribution of the RMS is that this is the Board’s first
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enterprise-wide risk management strategy, distinct from the former quality

improvement strategic direction.

To complete our governance alignment Board is asked to consider and

approve the implementation plan in Table 1.

RECOMMENDATION: The Board is asked to approve the draft governance framework and in

particular the proposed sub-Board Committee structure and an agreed option
for implementation. In addition approval is sought to progress the
implementation plan.

SPECIFIC ISSUES CHECKLIST:

Quality and safety Y

Patient impact Y

Employee Y

Other stakeholder Y

Equality & diversity Y

Finance Y

Legal Y

Link to Board Assurance
Framework Principle
Risk

Y

AUTHORS Dr Erica Heppleston, Associate Director of Quality and Liz Davies, Acting

Company Secretary for and on behalf of Suzanne Rankin, Chief Executive

PRESENTED BY Suzanne Rankin, Chief Executive

DATE 23 March 2018

BOARD ACTION The Board is asked to approve the draft governance framework and in

particular the proposed sub-Board Committee structure and an agreed option
for implementation. In addition approval is sought to progress the
implementation plan.
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1.0 Overview
This paper summarises what has been achieved thus far by refreshing the integrated corporate

governance framework and sets out a suggested sub-Board committee structure, options for

implementation and a draft implementation plan.

2.0 What we have achieved
The new Trust Strategy with refreshed vision and strategic objectives will be formally launched

from May 2018 supported by an extensive engagement programme involving external

stakeholders and Team ASPH. Internally, wide consultation is underway and the key

components of the Strategy informed the 2018/19 business planning round.

To support the new strategy and vision the sub-Board committee structure has been drafted as

proposed in Appendices 1 and 2. The new structure has been guided by contributions from

Internal Audit, the Well-Led Review, and a focussed external review by 2020 Delivery. In order

to achieve alignment with the themes of NHS Improvement’s (NHSIs) Single Oversight

Framework (SOF)1, we have used the SOF themes as an anchor to guide the new committee

remits. It is proposed that the new structure will initialise under a developmental remit led by

existing Chairs until substantive membership is agreed and ratified by the Board by the end of

Q1.

Existing committees map directly to potential new committees, which in turn map directly to the

new strategic objectives. It is not proposed that existing routines for the frequency of committees

is altered unless the developmental work described at paragraph 3.1 leads to an agreed change.

The existing structure numbers 8 sub-Board committees, one of which, the Strategy Committee

is currently incorporated within the Trust Board agenda whilst the new structure proposes 9 sub-

Board Committees and implementation may therefore require additional Non-Executive Director

(NED) time. Options for implementation for Board consideration are:

1. Full implementation of all 9 sub-Board committees as standalone meetings requiring

maximum NED support.

2. Re-location of Strategy Committee from within the Board agenda with potential to

shorten Board meeting and the establishment of a standalone committee meeting no

more than quarterly following the Board meetings and in lieu of the Masterclass.

Board members should already be available and this should require little to no

additional time commitment.

3. Integration of Modern Healthcare Committee with Integrated Digital Committee

leading to a reduction in time commitment by 1 committee but potentially creating too

much scope for robust scrutiny.

4. Quarterly Integrated Digital Committee as an alternative to monthly Modern Hospital

Committee which would reduce the committee burden.

1
NHS Improvement Single Oversight Framework updated November 2017
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The Board is asked to consider and agree an implementation option and a review date of 6

months for effectiveness.

2.1 Risk Management Strategy
An important governance component is the approach to risk management. There will be 2
vehicles operating within the organisation; a Board Assurance Framework (BAF) and a Risk
Register. The proposed approach is that each sub-Board committee:

1. Agrees the risk appetite to be exercised in relation the strategic objective for which it has
oversight and documents it within the BAF.

2. Assesses the likely risks to delivery of the strategic objective for which the committee
has oversight and documents them within the BAF.

3. Agrees and describes the mitigation and monitoring arrangements of the risks
associated with the strategic objective for which the committee has oversight.

4. Reviews the relevant section of the BAF as a standing agenda item.

A dynamic risk appetite framework will be agreed and used to support decision making and
profile risk tolerance across the strategic objectives. This approach will lead to a compiled BAF
over which Trust Board via the proposed Audit and Risk Committee will exercise full oversight.

In line with the Strategy refresh, a draft Trustwide Risk Management Strategy (RMS) at
Appendix 3 is submitted to Board for consideration as part of our wider consultation. The

revised Risk Management Strategy describes an enterprise-wide unified approach to managing
risk, independent of how the risks are categorised such as quality, financial, operational, or
strategic. The RMS allows a flexible delivery framework - the strategy is dynamically structured
to meet the Trust’s situation as it does not require a strategy re-write whenever committees
change, or their roles regarding risk management change. Rather than including prescriptive
KPIs within the strategy, these are outputs which the risk management programme will deliver as
part of core corporate governance work. The risk management strategy outlines the building
blocks for managing risk and the way in which our risk profile will be incorporated in a Risk
Register. Oversight of the Risk Register will be undertaken by the Trust Executive Committee or
successor committee and submitted to Trust Board via the proposed Audit and Risk Committee
for scrutiny and assurance purposes.

3.0 What we propose to do
To complete and enable the governance alignment the Board is asked to consider and approve

the following implementation plan summarised and diarised at Table 1. The implementation plan

will be monitored by the Company Secretary on behalf of the Board.

1) Development and initialising new committees; existing Chairs of mapped committees should

form a small task and finish group from within the existing membership and design a

refreshed terms of reference (ToR) and membership such that the remit can be fulfilled.

2) Once a new membership is agreed, it should set about identifying and agreeing some key

components of scope:
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i) Identifying the strategic risk appetite, risk, mitigations and KPIs to inform the relevant

section of the BAF;

ii) Define the desired and relevant KPIs associated with the strategic objective for which

the committee has oversight. For example, those mandated by national or regulatory

frameworks and those that should be monitored for improvement with defined targets

(i.e. those that surveillance has identified as requiring focused improvement activity)

and those that should be monitored for surveillance (assurance) with tolerance limits

(i.e. those that have completed a cycle of improvement or those on the margins of

requiring improvement activity). As each committee delivers its scorecard, a

compilation will lead to a refreshed and strategically aligned Trust Scorecard. The

ToR for the committee should include the requirement for the committee to review its

scorecard on a regular basis.

iii) Implement a simple model for accountability which aligns to that currently being

implemented across the organisation utilising 3 simple questions:

(1) What are the agreed expectations for performance?

(2) What are the agreed monitoring mechanisms?

(3) What is the agreed mechanism for escalating if performance deviates significantly

from expectation?

Based on the responses to these questions, identify and agree an approach to regularise a way

of capturing and sharing the learning accrued by the committee.

3) Agree an approach to monitoring the impact and success of the new vision and strategy and

align monitoring to one of the sub-Board committees. Using a robust mechanism for more

broadly monitoring the organisation’s alignment with delivering outstanding patient experience

via compassion, shared care and treatment, safety and timeliness will require an innovative

patient feedback mechanism. Options for this are currently being explored.

4) Implement a coherent Operating Model to enable the organisation to deliver the strategy

effectively. Having agreed, launched and implemented the new Trust Strategy alongside the

governance framework and accountability framework, an important ensuing deliverable is for the

Executive Team to formulate and propose an operating model concept for the organisation.

Inclusion of an executive committee similar to Trust Executive Committee (TEC) but with a

refreshed purpose and alignment will be part of the operating model and will link to the

operational performance theme of the NHSI SOF. Accountability mechanisms will be described

in the terms of reference including expectations for performance, monitoring mechanisms, and

escalation routes for deviations from expectations. This complex piece of work has begun and a

number of options will be considered before a final proposal will come to Board by the end of Q2.
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Table 1 Governance and risk management implementation plan

Key deliverable Accountable Officers

1 Review and approve future Chair arrangements in new governance structure. Chairman of Board by

end of Q1

2 All mapped Committee Chairs to generate revised governance regime, Board

Assurance Framework, and refreshed Balanced Scorecard by end of Q1.

All Chairs by end of Q1

3 Proposal for operating model to be brought to Board by Executives by end of Q2. Executives by end of Q2

4 Governing the Strategy’s impact by patient experience monitoring – firm proposal for

means of achieving this submitted to Board by Executives by end of Q3.

Executives by end of Q3
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Appendix 1 – Refreshed governance/sub-Board committee structure aligned to NHS Improvement’s Single Oversight Framework (SOF)

NHSI SOF Theme Trust Strategy
Objective

Proposed New Committee under Refreshed Governance Structure
**Statutory or constitutional committee

Existing Committee

Quality of care Quality of care
Educate, learn and
improve

Quality of Care Committee
Safety, experience, clinical outcomes, regulatory care delivery,
education, learning and improvement

Quality and Performance Committee (QPC)

Finance and use of resources Modern Healthcare
Standardise and
optimise

Modern Healthcare Committee
Finance, reducing unwanted variation, GIRFT, deployment of resources,
constitutional standard performance

Finance Committee

Strategic change Collaboration
Collaborate, sustain,
thrive

Strategic Change Committee
Integrated Care System (ICS), Integrated Care Partnership (ICP), and
strategic sustainability

Strategy Committee
Within Closed Trust Board

Leadership and improvement
capability

People
Listen, empower, value

People Committee
Recruitment and retention, staff experience, culture and engagement

Workforce and Organisational
Development Committee (WOD)

Digital
Automate, innovate

Integrated Digital Committee
Digital, capital and estate developments

Audit and Risk Committee**
Audit and Board Assurance Framework overview

Audit Committee

Remuneration Committee** Remuneration Committee

Nomination Committee** Nomination Committee

Charitable Funds Committee Charitable Funds Committee
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Appendix 2 – Proposed sub-Board Committees per Revised Governance Framework 2018

TRUST BOARD

QUALITY OF

CARE

COMMITTEE

GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK 2018

PROPOSED REVISED SUB-BOARD COMMITTEES

MODERN

HEALTHCARE

COMMITTEE

STRATEGIC

CHANGE

COMMITTEE

PEOPLE

COMMITTEE

INTEGRATED

DIGITAL

COMMITTEE

AUDIT AND

RISK

COMMITTEE

REMUNERATION

COMMITTEE

NOMINATION

COMMITTEE

CHARITABLE

FUNDS

COMMITTEE
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Introduction

Our Risk Management Strategy sets out our systematic approach to

achieving effective enterprise risk management strategically, operationally

and culturally. This strategy aligns with the new 2018 Trust Strategy and

Quality Strategy.

At ASPH risk management means the approach we use to understand,

assess and resolve risks facing our organisation and the services we provide.

We aim for all our staff to understand and act proactively so that we

maximise our success going forward and minimise things going wrong for our

patients, staff and stakeholders1.

1
Adapted from Institute of Risk Management’s definition.

VISION

Every member of our team will help move us
from a process based approach to a proactive
approach to risk management – so we achieve
the highest level of risk maturity called
‘leadership.’

Our conversations on risk management will:

- Preserve and create value
- Realise quality
- Integrate strategy and performance with

risk management
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Our risk management strategy has clear building blocks:

1. Risk appetite is set by the Board and encompasses the amount and

type of risk the Trust is willing to take to achieve its objectives.

2. Risk tolerance is how much risk variability the Trust will allow –

wherever possible risk variability will be specified within clear limits

which are aligned with our risk appetite.

Risk tolerance in practice means it is possible to see whether a risk is

in line with what we expect, and if not, whether the deviation is

acceptable or unacceptable to us.

3. Risk culture is set by the Board and means the values and

behaviours expected of all employees when managing risk:

- Our people will understand what our Trust’s aims and missions

in the Strategic and Operational Plans, and their role in achieving

this.

- Our tone at the top is to seek an open culture and everyone has

a role to play in achieving this.

4. Risk maturity is how well the Trust understands and manages risk.

Our risk maturity level will be assessed to guide how we move to

achieve our aim of reaching the highest level of maturity.

Specific risk management tools will be used to structure our risk

management reporting and assurance:

 Our governance and risk management structure is the framework

through which we will monitor clinical quality and non-clinical risks.

 The Board Assurance Framework (BAF) is the high level tool to

monitor the risk of achieving the Trust’s strategic objectives.

 We will use a formalised risk profile to summarise, classify, describe

and quantify the potential effects of risks (threats). Our risk profile

will be incorporated in a risk register with:

- A quantitative summary of the risks the Trust is facing which

shows the relative importance of each risk to our organisation

- Linked to our operational plans and performance

- Used to guide resource allocation

 Gaps between the risk profile and risk appetite will be measured

and understood by management.

BUILDING BLOCKS FOR MANAGING RISK

OUR RISK MANAGEMENT TOOLS
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Responsibility for risk management will be understood:

Board – will receive assurance on the accuracy and completeness of the risk
register and ask questions to challenge this as necessary. The Board is
accountable for the BAF.

The Board will ensure that there is a clearly documented governance and
risk management framework for reviewing, escalating, and assuring on the
risk register. This framework will be modified from time to time in line with
the governance framework across the Trust. The Board is accountable for
ensuring proper process and setting risk appetite and tolerance levels.

The Board will ensure there is a clear risk management framework in
operation at all times. Changes to the risk management framework will
require approval by Trust Board following recommendation by the Chief
Executive.

Our Chief Executive is the accountable officer for the risk register.

Committees – the terms of reference of committees will outline the role of
each committee in risk management and the core committee which will
submit the Trust Risk Register to Board will be clearly documented in the
terms of reference of that nominated committee.

Executive Directors – will be responsible for ensuring there is clear
accountability for risk management within their service lines.

All levels of staff have responsibility for managing risk which is proportionate
to their level of seniority and portfolio of services. Our culture will make this
clearly understood. Divisional governance is the level at which most
moderate and low risks should be managed and challenged.

New contributions this refreshed strategy brings:

 An enterprise-wide unified approach to managing risk, independent
of how the risk is classified into categories. Quality, operational,
financial, and other risks can be classified as the Trust decides from
time to time – but there will be a unified way of managing these risks
using common tools and building blocks.

 Risk management is in a stand-alone strategy, which is now distinct
from the strategy for quality assurance and quality improvement.

 The role of the Board Assurance Framework (BAF) is articulated as
the link to risks of not achieving the Trust Strategy.

 Risk management tools and risk management responsibilities are
distinguished and explained to guide implementation of the strategy.

 Flexible delivery framework – the strategy is dynamically structured
to meet the Trust’s situation as it does not require a strategy re-write
whenever committees change, or committee roles regarding risk
management change within the overall governance structure.

• At the heart of this strategy are the Trust values – our 4Ps –
illustrating that it’s not just about what we do to deliver high quality
risk management, but also about how we achieve these objectives.

 We will be forward facing so that we are actively horizon scanning
for new risks so our management is agile.

WHAT DOES THIS NEW STRATEGY BRING

RESPONSIBILITY FOR RISK MANAGEMENT WILL BE

UNDERSTOOD
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BE ACTIVE ABOUT FIXING RISK
We will act to fix risks and minimise harm. We will
prioritise managing the risk, rather than describing the risk.
We will be an organisation that creates a culture of
identifying problems and mitigations at all levels.

BE OPEN ABOUT RISK CULTURE
Our risk culture will be set by the Board and the tone at the top
is to seek an open culture regarding risk management.

RISK MATURITY ACROSS THE ORGANISATION
Our training will focus on empowering people to manage risk
with increasing depth to reach the highest organisational level
of risk maturity – leadership.

KNOW YOUR LIMITS
Risk limits will be clearly articulated so we know if a risk is varying as

we expect within specified tolerance limits.

HAVE THE RIGHT CONVERSATIONS ABOUT RISK
We will encourage everyone to do the right thing and have the right
conversations about risk.

DEFINED RISK APPETITE
The Board will communicate how much risk, and what types of
risk, they are prepared to tolerate in order to achieve the Trust’s
objectives. When risk appetite changes, this will be cascaded and
communicated so it is understood at all levels.

HOW WILL OUR PEOPLE GET US TO … BEING DYNAMIC ABOUT RISK MANAGEMENT
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